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San Francisco City College Financial 
Assistance Fund Oversight Committee 

 

MOU Subcommittee 
 

Minutes 

 

 

Members: Supervisor Jane Kim, Kelly Kirkpatrick, Luther Aaberge (Chair) 
 
Date and Time: Wednesday, November 21, 2018, 1:00pm-2:00pm 
Location: City Hall, Room 270, 1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place 
 

I. Call to Order and Roll Call 
A. Meeting called to order at 1:05pm. 
B. Jay Liao to facilitate meeting. 

 
II. Adoption of the Agenda 

A. Agenda approved unanimously. 
 

III. Review and Approval of the Minutes 
A. Minutes approved with amendment. 
 

IV. General Public Comments 
A. No public comment. 

  
V. Review Items from November 16th Meeting 

A. Agreement on current actuals for fall 2017 and spring 2018 and ensuring consistency between invoices 
and proposal from Chancellor 

 CCSF Luther Aaberge stated that Leslie Milloy informed him that details in the proposal are still 
pulling together data. Leslie Milloy said that CCSF is working backwards from P1 and P2 to 
determine San Francisco residents. Luther Aaberge requests a bit more time to pull together data.  

 DCYF Leo Chyi stated there have been a few meetings regarding this and would like an update for 
the subcommittee at least. Supervisor Kim had expressed interest in ensuring subcommittee is on 
same page regarding cost. Source of confusion was information in the proposal. Agreed that the 
correct figures are in the invoice in terms of understanding the cost of the program. An additional 
excel sheet was showed the same total cost number for eligible cost for 2017/2018 fiscal year. 

 Leo Chyi stated that for invoicing purposes, the headcount number is largely based on credits 
taken. Terminology on number of students is confusing. In a number of places, CCSF has referred to 
number of students per semester.  The 35,195 students comes from adding together total number 
of students in the fall and spring in any way, and no un-duplicating happening. All agreed it is not 
accurate, but is a third level nuance. 

 Leslie Milloy reiterated that adding up the invoice headcounts equals 35,195, but number is flawed 
because many of the same students could be going both semesters. The number is not flawed in 
terms of how CCSF paid them, but if added up cumulatively then it is not unduplicated.  

 Jay Liao clarified CCSF and DCYF is in agreement with the number of credits take and dollar amount 
in the invoice. Jay suggested do everything in units. Jay Liao stated it is still important get 
headcount number. 
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 Leo Chyi shared that in previous conversations they agreed to have exact number headcount for 
fall and spring, information about drop students, and have someone de-duplicate numbers to have 
a figure for how many students benefited over course of the year.  

 Leo Chyi stated that there has been a lot of information about recording, and mixed in with 
invoicing conversation, there is extra confusion. Leslie Milloy said that CCSF was able to aggregate 
each individual, but could not see if a student was attending in both fall and spring.  

 Kelly Kirkpatrick expressed that it is good to know that detailed conversations are happening. 

 Jay Liao asked if it makes sense to have a separate line cost and units for summer. Leslie Milloy 
agreed and said that summer is lower and less expensive with an average of 4.2 units per student. 

B. Policy on students reducing number of units taken at different points during the semester 

 Leo Chyi stated that on DCYF/CCSF call this was a source of confusion and came to understand that 
CCSF has clear guidelines from the state and other external entities, and have configured system to 
match those dates. Agreed that CCSF would work with consulting team and data folks to put 
together a one pager on methodology and to have a chart that is a default of what the system is 
generating. Operationally, DCYF has agreed to accept the method put in place by CCSF reports.  

C. Glossary of financial aid offerings for City College Students 

 DCYF Laura Moye stated that documents from CCSF will be sent to subcommittee following 
Rebecca’s return. 

 Discussion tabled for next meeting. 
D. Timing of invoices received for each semester 

 Luther Aaberge stated he needs to chat with Rebecca from his office to discuss timeline in relation 
to census, find a reasonable time to pull data together and have deadline on invoicing.  

 Leslie Milloy stated that an update can be provided at the next meeting since Rebecca from CCSF 
has been out. 

 Leo Chyi summarized that knowing census data is key and that it needs to be a certain number of 
days after the census date. This can be added in the new MOU to ensure there is an agreed upon 
date that is achievable to help set expectations on when invoice are made available. An issue that 
needs to be addressed is whether to do reconciliations afterward or just use census date. 
Secondary details may be clarified once the invoice calendar is set. Address issues on whether to do 
reconciliation afterward or just use census date.  

 Jay Liao asked clarifying question regarding reconciliation date. Luther Aaberge clarified that the 
second invoice would pick up where the first invoice left off and have a separate line for 
adjustments. Leo Chyi responded that there is complexity to how City College is asking DCYF for 
charges after drops and will have to understand if reconciliation makes sense. 

E. Actual invoice format, including units versus headcount  

 Leo Chyi stated that the current requirement is that there will be a headcount number. Units are 
the key number especially for students getting enrollment fees covered, so all headcount 
information is wanted, but may make more sense to have in a separate demographic/policy report 
rather than built into each invoice. Leo Chyi suggested looking at how next invoice processing goes 
to see if modifications are wanted for the next MOU.  

 Luther Aaberge said it is helpful to have clarity around what the different components are and 
stated that headcount can remain as reference on the invoices with details on each line to add 
clarity.  
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 Leo Chyi stated that raw data in the excel sheet fulfilled the requirements but was confusing to 
DCYF until speaking with CCSF consultant. It would be helpful for CCSF to include additional analysis 
or summary. An intermediate step helps and would make it easier for anyone looking at the raw 
data to understand. Luther Aaberge agreed.  

 Supervisor Kim asked the subcommittee if there is agreement on what to submit to the City and 
how. Luther Aaberge stated based on a previous conversation, an extra step is necessary.  

 Supervisor Kim asked for as much clarity as possible on expectations from both DCYF and CCSF. Leo 
Chyi stated that CCSF has agreed to document methodology around dropped students. There is not 
a clear agreement on intermediate tables, but DCYF and CCSF can come to agreement before next 
MOU generation for fall. 

 Supervisor Kim requested clarification from CCSF on enrollment date for fall semester and the 
earliest date for fall class registration. Leslie Milloy clarified that fall enrollment is in May.  

 Laura Moye informed the subcommittee that on a previous call, CCSF agreed to provide calendar 
table of dates for registration, drop and other important dates. Leslie Milloy agreed to begin 
preparing the calendar on Monday.  

 Supervisor Kim stated that she would like the next MOU ready by mid-January and asked the 
subcommittee if the intermediary step would be figured out for the Fall 2019 invoice. Leo Chyi said 
that yes it is possible, but would need to figure out budget. Supervisor Kim needs assistance on 
understanding of City’s expectation of what CCSF would submit.  

 Luther Aaberge stated that CCSF should be able to summarize detailed data to make it readable. 
The middle step should not be difficult.  

 Leo Chyi respond to Supervisor Kim that he and Laura Moye have been learning that there is a lot 
of interest in headcount, demographic data of students benefiting from Free City College, and it 
should be included in the MOU and in a separate data and reporting section delinked from the 
invoices. 

 Supervisor Kim stated that she would will need to talk to the Mayor’s Office for expectations of 
reporting. Kelly Kirkpatrick said reporting will inform ultimate budget and scope of program. 

 Luther Aaberge informed the subcommittee that creating an intermediate step and presenting it to 
the subcommittee could speed up the process.  

 Supervisor Kim asked CCSF when fall 2018 invoice comes to City. Luther Aaberge stated that he is 
unsure at this point, but will talk to Rebecca from CCSF on Monday.  

 Leslie Milloy reported that the CCSF Dean of Admissions and Registration clarified that the first day 
of registration was May 2 for priority groups for fall 2018 semester. Last year, the date was May 4.  

F. Other MOU items for discussion for fall 2019 

 None identified. 
 

VI. Set date for next MOU Subcommittee meeting 
A. Jay Liao led discussion on next MOU Subcommittee meeting date. 
B. Laura, Leo, Luther to check in on 11/30 for follow-up check-in before December 7th meeting. 

 DCYF Rebecca Corteza to send out Doodle Poll for times on December 7th  
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VII. Future Agenda and Action Items 

A. Agreement between City College and DCYF on headcount 
B. Better understanding of policies around students reducing credits 
C. New invoice format 
D. Invoice calendar 
E. DCYF to define reporting requirements for City College 
F. Summer information for City College proposal 

 
VIII. Adjournment  

A. Meeting adjourned at 2:15pm. 
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